Ankle intrinsic stiffness changes with postural sway.
In standing, the human body is inherently unstable and its stabilization requires constant regulation of ankle torque, generated by a combination of ankle intrinsic properties, peripheral reflexes, and central contributions. Ankle intrinsic stiffness, which quantifies the joint intrinsic properties, has been usually assumed constant in standing; however, there is strong evidence that it is highly dependent on the joint torque, which changes significantly with sway in stance. In this study, we examined how ankle intrinsic stiffness changes with postural sway during standing. Ten subjects stood on a standing apparatus, while subjected to pulse perturbations of ankle position. The mean torque of a short period before the start of each pulse was used as a measure of background torque. Responses with similar background torques were grouped together and used to estimate the parameters of an intrinsic stiffness model. Stiffness estimates were normalized to the critical stiffness and the background torque was transformed to the center of pressure location. We found that in most subjects, the normalized stiffness increased linearly with the movement of center of pressure towards the toes, with an average slope of 2.11 ± 0.80 1/m·rad. This modulation of ankle intrinsic stiffness seems functionally appropriate, since the intrinsic stiffness increases quickly, as the center of pressure moves toward the toes and the limits of stability. These large changes of ankle intrinsic stiffness with postural sway must be incorporated in any model of stance control.